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Electric properties tomography (EPT) derives the patient's electric properties, i.e. conductivity and

permittivity, using standard magnetic resonance (MR) systems and standard MR sequences. Thus,

EPT does not apply externally mounted electrodes, currents or radiofrequency (RF) probes, as is

the case in competing techniques. EPT is quantitative MR, i.e. it yields absolute values of conduc-

tivity and permittivity. This review summarizes the physical equations underlying EPT, the corre-

sponding basic and advanced reconstruction techniques and practical numerical aspects to realize

these reconstruction techniques. MR sequences which map the field information required for

EPT are outlined, and experiments to validate EPT in phantom and in vivo studies are described.

Furthermore, the review describes the clinical findings which have been obtained with EPT so far,

and attempts to understand the physiologic background of these findings.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The contrast of standard magnetic resonance (MR) images is deter-

mined by a non‐trivial weighting of numerous local physiologic

parameters. From the early beginnings, magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) aimed to extract these physiologic parameters quantitatively

from the original magnetization‐weighted images. The resulting

parameter maps allow a more direct access to clinical diagnosis, as well

as increased comparability between different examinations, different

patients and different hospitals. Although it has been known for

decades how to extract many of these physiologic parameters, the

trend towards the extraction of further parameters is still ongoing.

Most recent examples of this trend are electromagnetic (EM) tissue
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parameters. In the past 5–10 years, methods have been demonstrated

for extracting the magnetic susceptibility from MR images (see, for

example, recent reviews1,2). More or less in the same time frame, it

has been extraction of electrical properties (EPs, i.e. conductivity and

permittivity) from MR images has also been extracted.

Before MRI, electrical tissue properties could be obtained non‐

invasively by the technique of electrical impedance tomography (EIT)

via the injection of external currents into the patient, measuring the

tissue impedance between multiple points of the patient's surface

(for a review, see Holder3). With the development of MRI, MRI was

combined with the EIT technique of injecting external currents, thus

combining the ability of EIT to probe EPs with the high spatial resolu-

tion of MRI. This combination was first realized as MR‐current density

imaging (MR‐CDI) using DC,4,5 and the corresponding radiofrequency‐

current density imaging (RF‐CDI).6-8 From the current density

obtained, the corresponding conductivity can be derived, yielding the

separate area of MR‐EIT (see, for instance, previous studies9-11).

Although EIT is an ill‐posed problem, because the applied surface elec-

trodes monitor only the scatter field at a distance from the region of

interest (ROI), MR‐EIT greatly improves inversion conditions by

converting the problem into a so‐called hybrid inversion problem

because of its ability to map the magnetic field throughout the ROI.

The currents required to image EPs do not necessarily have to be

injected by external electrodes as in EIT described above. Alternatively,

eddy currents can be induced by the application of magnetic RF fields,
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avoiding the sensation of pain frequently connected with external cur-

rent injection. As magnetic RF fields at Larmor frequency (i.e. typically

around 100 MHz) are an inherent component of MRI, the desired cur-

rents can be created by standard MR systems and standard MR

sequences. The resulting imaging technique, called electrical properties

tomography (EPT or MR‐EPT),12-14 is the subject of this review.

The basic idea of EPT is that the conductivity and permittivity of

the patient distort B1, the component of the magnetic RF field respon-

sible for spin excitation. Measurements of this distorted B1 field distri-

bution (see, for example, previous studies15-18 for B1 magnitude

mapping, and the discussion of B1 phase mapping below) allows the

reconstruction of the EPs causing the observed distortions. The B1

mapping techniques are typically applied to obtain a starting point

for compensation of these distortions. In contrast, EPT appreciates

the distortions as access to the desired electrical tissue parameters.

Without calling the approach EPT, the first mention of EPT was in

the early 1990s by Haacke et al.12 However, these workers did not

pursue EPT further because of ‘spurious phase effects unrelated to

RF penetration which make a simple extraction difficult’ (i.e. phase

effects predominantly belonging to imperfections of the MR systems

back in the early 1990s). Instead of the mentioned ‘simple extraction’

of the EPs, Haacke et al12 developed a heterogeneous layer model as

workaround for the observed spurious phase effects. The first success-

ful application of EPT (still not called EPT) is dated more than 10 years

after the initial article of Haacke et al12 in a conference abstract by

Wen.13 In principle, this abstract described the pathway to clinically

feasible EPT. However, after this publication, Wen left the topic of

EPT, and again EPT was not pursued further for years.

Systematic research on EPT started in 2009,14 based on the same

concepts as proposed earlier by Haacke et al12 and Wen.13 It addition-

ally applied EPT to estimate the local specific absorption rate (SAR) by

discerning not only EPs, but also electric fields fromMRmeasurements.

Since 2009, research on EPT has widened, and more and more

groups have started to investigate different aspects of EPT, yielding

the focus of this review.

As mentioned previously, EPT is based on eddy currents induced

by magnetic RF fields. The resulting EPs, which generally depend on

the applied frequency, belong to the MHz range corresponding to

the Larmor frequency of the current main field strength. Eddy currents

in the tissue can also be induced by gradient switching, corresponding

to a much lower frequency in the range of kHz, as is the case for the

above‐mentioned MR‐EIT. Discussions are ongoing as to whether

these eddy currents enable a ‘low‐frequency’ EPT in contrast with

the above‐described ‘RF’‐EPT.19-26 As recent results have indicated

that these currents are too weak for MR detection, low‐frequency

EPT is not considered further in this review.

This review is organized as follows. The theory of EPT is divided

into two parts. The first part presents the physical equations underlying

EPT and the basic reconstruction techniques resulting directly from

these physical equations. The second part describes the reconstruction

techniques of a ‘second generation’, which are particularly designed to

cope with the specific issues of EPT. The following two sections can

be considered as ‘Methods’ sections: first, ‘Numerics’ outlines practical

aspects to realize the aforementioned reconstruction techniques; sec-

ond, MR sequences are outlined which map the field information
required for EPT. The section ‘Validation experiments’ is dedicated to

phantom and in vivo studies conducted to evaluate EPT. Finally, the sec-

tion ‘Physiologic background of electrical tissue properties’ attempts to

biochemically understand the clinical findings which have been

obtained with EPT so far and which are described in the last section.
2 | BASIC RECONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

The complex permittivity, which is assumed to be isotropic, κ = ωε – iσ,

at an angular frequency ω can be related to the time‐harmonic, source‐

free magnetic field H by the following combination of Faraday's and

Ampere's law (so‐called Helmholtz equation):

−ΔH ¼ μωκHþ ∇κ
κ
× ∇×H½ � (1)

Themagnetic permeability μ (at RF operating frequency) is assumed

to be constant, and thus is replaced by the magnetic vacuum permeabil-

ity μ0 hereafter. The Helmholtz equation (Equation 1) does not depend

on the particular scaling of H. In particular, without introducing signifi-

cant changes, H might be scaled with the (as mentioned, assumed to

be constant) μ, i.e. Equation 1 could also be based on the magnetic flux

density B, which is typically used in connection with MR RF fields. The

second term on the right‐hand side of Equation 1 describes spatially

varying κ and can be neglected in areas in which κ is (nearly) constant:

∇κ≈0 (2)

Neglecting this term yields:

−ΔH ¼ μ0ωκH (3)

and has the advantage that mutual coupling of different spatial compo-

nents of H is removed: the ‘truncated’ Helmholtz equation (Equation 3)

is valid for each component of H separately, which can be easily solved

for the unknown κ. Of particular interest is Equation 3 for the positive

circularly polarized component H+ = (Hx + iHy)/2 corresponding to the

RF excitation of MRI:

κ ¼ −ΔHþ

μ0ωH
þ (4)

The scaling of H+ cancels in the nominator and denominator of

Equation4, yielding absolute values of κ even for unknown scaling ofH+.

To solve Equation 4, both the magnitude and phase of H+ are

required. Unfortunately, only the magnitude of H+ can be measured

exactly (via ‘B1 mapping’, see section 5). The phase of H+, usually called

φ+, is difficult to determine exactly. The phase of a standard MR image

is always the superposition of φ+ with its counterpart from RF recep-

tion, φ− of H−, and thus is called the transceive phase: φ0 = φ+ +

φ−.27 In a standard MR system with a quadrature body coil (QBC),

the sign of the circular polarization of this coil is switched from RF

transmission to RF reception for the sake of optimizing the signal‐to‐

noise ratio (SNR). The resulting eφ− of the switched QBC closely resem-

bles φ+,13,14 leading to the approximation of φ+ by:

φþ≈φ0=2 ¼ φþ þ eφ−ð Þ=2 (5)

sometimes called the ‘transceive phase assumption’. This assumption

is, strictly speaking, only accurate for transverse symmetrical objects
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placed in the center of quadrature volume coils, providing a perfectly

circularly polarized transmit (TX) and receive (RX) field.28 For objects

such as the brain, with deviations from this perfect circular polarization

(i.e. with elliptic contributions), the validity will deteriorate, but is still

applicable for field strengths up to 3 T.29 For higher field strengths,

where the transverse dimensions approach the ‘optical’ wavelength,

significant errors arise in peripheral brain regions.29

A further simplification of EPT is obtained by separating the real

and imaginary parts of Equation 4, i.e. calculating the conductivity via:

σ ¼ 1
μ0ω

Im
ΔHþ

Hþ

� �
¼ μ0ωð Þ−1 Δφþ þ ∇ ln jHþj� �

⋅∇φþ� �
(6)

and the permittivity via:

ε ¼ −
1

μ0ω2
Re

ΔHþ

Hþ

� �
¼ μ0ω

2
� �−1

−
Δ Hþ�� ��
Hþ�� �� þ ∇φþð Þ2

" #
(7)

To the leading order, the conductivity is reflected by the curvature

in the phase of the RF field, whereas the permittivity is reflected by the

curvature in the magnitude of the RF field. It has been shown30,31 that

the magnitude‐related term ∇ ln(|H+| ) ⋅ ∇φ+ in Equation 6 and the

phase‐related term (∇φ+)2 in Equation 7 are only of the order of

10–20% of the leading terms for typical κ of human tissue at 1.5 or

3 T. Thus, σ can be estimated by ‘phase‐based EPT’:

σ≈
Δφþ

μ0ω
(8)

(i.e. Poisson's equation), and ε can be estimated by ‘magnitude‐based

EPT’:

ε≈−
Δ Hþ�� ��

μ0ω2 Hþ�� �� (9)

which could be regarded as the ‘normalized’ Poisson's equation. If only

permittivity or only conductivity is required for diagnosis, it might be

sufficient to measure only the magnitude or phase of B1, thus shorten-

ing the required MR scanning. In particular, skipping the mapping of

the magnitude of B1, which is typically a rather lengthy scan, signifi-

cantly speeds up the scan time required for EPT, even enabling real‐

time conductivity measurements.32

The linearity of phase‐based EPT (Equation 8) supersedes the

QBC transceive phase assumption (Equation 5), allowing arbitrary

combinations of RF TX and RX coils. The resulting transceive phase,

containing φ+ and φ− from different RF fields, still yields σ via:

σ ¼ Δ φ0=2ð Þ
μ0ω

¼ Δ φþ þ φ−ð Þ
2μ0ω

¼ Δφþ= μ0ωð Þ þ Δφ−= μ0ωð Þ
2

¼ 2σ
2

¼ σ

(10)

as Equation 8 can be based on φ+, φ− or any phase fulfilling Maxwell's

equations, leading to the same σ as long as the magnitude related to

this phase is (‘sufficiently’) constant.

Various studies have reported severe artifacts along tissue bound-

aries in the form of strong oscillations (undershooting/overshooting;

see, for example, previous studies14,33,34). Traditionally, these artifacts

are assigned to the violation of the assumption of the locally
constant κ. However, an additional contribution arises from the numer-

ical implementation of the calculus operations of the EPT equation

applied, which always involves a number of voxels in the neighborhood

of the target voxel to be reconstructed. This so‐called kernel of involved

voxels contributes to the mentioned oscillations as soon as it contains

B1 field data of voxels of different κ. Thus, the boundary issue comprises

two aspects: a physical aspect by violating the assumption given by

Equation 2, and a numerical aspect by the difficulty of accurately differ-

entiating where fields have discontinuous derivatives.

This boundary issue, as well as the transceive phase issue

described above, has given rise to research into advanced EPT recon-

struction methods which overcome these issues, as described in the

following.
3 | ADVANCED RECONSTRUCTION
TECHNIQUES

An advanced reconstruction framework for EPT, called gradient‐based

electrical properties tomography (gEPT), was described by Liu et al.35 It

is based on the full Helmholtz equation, thus including gradients in EPs

at tissue boundaries. Assuming that derivatives of Hz are much smaller

than derivatives of H±, which is generally true for most coil types in the

central imaging zone, these authors demonstrated that all three spatial

EP gradients could be reconstructed from multi‐channel transceiver H+

or H− field data. By subsequent spatial integration starting from certain

seed points with known EP, the complete EP distribution can be recov-

ered. The authors claim that this integration acts as a low‐pass filter

and thus provides robustness towards noise on field data. The gEPT

framework is free of any phase assumptions and its performance has

been shown for the human brain at 7 T using a microstrip transceiver

array.

The full Helmholtz equation was also exploited for reconstruction

by Hafalir et al.36 Here, the equation was transformed to a partial dif-

ferential equation forming a convection–reaction–diffusion equation

in contrast with Liu et al,35 but again assuming that derivatives of

Hz are much smaller than derivatives of H±. Later, this convection–

reaction type of reconstruction was extended to take only the

transceive phase φ0 as input,37 similar to the initially proposed

phase‐based EPT.30,31 The final reconstruction requires solution of

the equation (with resistivity ρ = 1/σ):

−c∇2ρþ ∇φ0⋅∇ρð Þ þ ∇2φ0⋅ρ−2μ0ω ¼ 0 (11)

which can be discretized and solved with a finite difference scheme.

The first term in Equation 11 is a diffusion term where c is a constant

diffusion coefficient. This term does not appear in the EM derivation,

but is added ‘artificially’ to stabilize the solution and suppress spuri-

ous oscillations. It acts as a low‐pass filter, leading to some blurring

of the final conductivity maps. In addition to neglecting derivatives

of Hz, the derivation of Equation 11 is based on two assumptions:

(i) ∇Hþ
1

�� ��≈ ∇H−
1

�� ��≈0; and (ii) σ >> ωε. These assumptions also underlie

the ‘phase‐based conductivity imaging’ equation (Equation 8), which

results from Equation 11 for ∇ρ = 0. As pointed out above, assump-

tions (i) and (ii) lead to overestimations of conductivity (e.g. approxi-

mately 20% for white and gray matter at 3 T).
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As mentioned previously, the RF transmission as well as the recep-

tion process contribute to the image phase, and these two contribu-

tions are usually separated via the ‘transceive phase assumption’ (see

Wen13 and Katscher et al,14 and Equation 5) applicable for quadrature

(i.e. body or head) coils. To address this phase issue, various studies

have explored alternative approaches compatible with more general

TX arrays. An approach based on Gauss' law was published by Zhang

et al,38 assuming gradients in Hz to be negligible. A more general meth-

odology exploits the fact that the EPT reconstructions based on H+

fields of various TX channels should result in equal EPs. This central

concept was first introduced by the ‘dual excitation algorithm’,39 where

it was applied to the EPT boundary problem. Later,40,41 this concept

was explored to isolate the RX phase (common for all TX channels)

and thus to obtain absolute H+ phase maps for all TX channels. The

approach presented by Marques et al42 differentiates itself by

reconstructing EP maps based solely on relative sensitivity maps of

RX coils. This has the advantage that (in contrast with mapTX coil sen-

sitivities) all coil sensitivities can be mapped simultaneously in a fast

single scan, and thus the method was dubbed ‘single acquisition elec-

trical properties mapping’ (SAEP mapping). A more generalized meth-

odology was presented by Sodickson et al,43,44 which aimed to

reconstruct even more EM quantities by considering the general case

of anisotropy and gradient in EPs, called (generalized) ‘local Maxwell

tomography’ (LMT). All of these methodologies face, in practice, a

major challenge. They solve matrix vector equations constructed of

local first‐ and second‐order (for SAEP, even third‐order) field deriva-

tives, albeit with differing numbers of unknowns. This requires H+

magnitude and phase maps with minimal noise levels, which are, in

practice, not very realistic. In addition, some of the inversions of the

various approaches are ill‐posed.
3.1 | Forward based EPT

The aforementioned methodologies can be categorized as ‘direct’

methods, as EPs are calculated directly from the measured B1 field.

In another view, this direct calculation is running ‘backwards’ from

the measured B1 field to the underlying EPs. An alternative approach,

as proposed by various studies,45-48 is a general inverse method, run-

ning ‘forwards’ from tissue EPs to (measurable and non‐measurable)

fields. Thus, this approach fits a model of the EP distribution to the

B1 field avoiding any differentiation on the measured B1 field. The

fitting takes places by iterative minimization of a large system (over

all voxels) of non‐linear equations with iterative methods, such as

conjugate gradient methods. An additional advantage is that, in addi-

tion to data fidelity terms, data consistency terms can be included in

the objective function45 or even regularization terms minimizing, for

instance, total variation.45-47 A downside is, of course, the increased

computational costs and potential issues concerning local minima. In

the remainder of this section, one of these inverse EPT approaches

[so‐called contrast source inversion‐EPT (CSI‐EPT)45] is reviewed in

more detail.

The reconstruction framework of CSI‐EPT comprises two equa-

tions: the so‐called ‘data equation’ and ‘object equation’, including

magnetic and electric field information, respectively. Given the

known background field H+
bg of the empty RF coil, the scattered field
H+
scatter = H+ − H+

bg is related to the contrast source w(r) = χ(r)E(r),

where E(r) is the electric field. The contrast function χ(r) = κ(r)/κbg – 1

is linked to the permittivity and conductivity of the object κ(r) and

the background κbg. This relationship between H+
scatter and w is

described by the ‘data equation’:

Fdata w rð Þð Þ ¼ Hþ
scatter−

1
2

∫
V
G1

HJ r; r
0

� �
þ i⋅G2

HJ r; r
0

� �	 

⋅w r

0
� �

⋅dV

¼ 0 (12)

where GHJ is the ‘electric current to magnetic field’ Green's tensor. The

integration in Equation 12 is performed over the whole volume of the

scattered medium (denoted by r’). Subsequently, the ‘object equation’

is formed, relating each spatial Cartesian component k of the back-

ground and total electric field, Ek
bg and Ek, respectively:

Fobject w rð Þ; χ rð Þð Þ ¼ χ rð ÞEk rð Þ−χ rð Þ ∫
V
Gk

EJ r; r
0

� �
⋅w r

0
� �

⋅dV

¼ Ebgk rð Þ ¼ 0 (13)

where GEJ is the ‘electric current to electric field’ Green's tensor. The

tissue parameters are found by iterative minimization of the function

F given by the sum of the ‘data equation’ and ‘object equation’:

F w; χð Þ ¼ Fdata wð Þ þ Fobject w; χð Þ (14)

By performing this over the whole spatial domain for each r,

a coupled set of non‐linear equations is obtained relating unknown

w(r), χ(r) and E(r). This set is solved in CSI by a so‐called alternating

update direction gradient search algorithm (see thorough description

in Balidemaj et al45 and van den Berg and Kleinman49). Examples of

results of CSI‐EPT for an abdominal simulation study are given in

Figure 1.

In Balidemaj et al,45 CSI‐EPT is only demonstrated in silico for a

two‐dimensional case assuming E‐polarized waves, where only a

transverse magnetic field exists that can be related to the longitudinal

electric field Ez. This E‐polarized field was generated by a set of two‐

dimensional line sources mimicking the field orientations in the

midplane of a birdcage volume. The results showed the capability of

the method to reconstruct EP maps free of boundary effects for a

heterogeneous human pelvis. The elimination of differentiation and

employment of integration including regularization on total variation

makes the methodology fairly robust against noise superimposed on

the measured H+ fields. In addition, the simultaneously obtained

electric field allows (together with conductivity) the estimation of

local SAR.

Interestingly, CSI was originally developed for oil exploration

purposes,50 and later for the mapping of tissue properties,51 where a

2.33‐GHz circular microwave scanner was used. These types of

inverse problems are typically ill‐posed as there are only a few EM field

recordings available from outside the object of interest. The key

advantage of EPT using MRI is that EM field information is available

inside the tested object and thus is more strongly correlated to the

dielectric composition of the object. Furthermore, the information

available for the reconstruction algorithm is one order of magnitude

larger than in conventional CSI with recordings in the far field of the

scattering object with an array of EM field sensors.



FIGURE 1 Top row: Input conductivity (left)
and permittivity (right) maps employed to
compute the B1

+ field at 128 MHz used for
contrast source inversion‐electrical properties
tomography (CSI‐EPT) reconstructions.
Additive Gaussian noise [signal‐to‐noise ratio
(SNR) = 20] was added to the three B1

+ maps
generated using two linearly and one circularly
polarized modes to mitigate the issue of zero
electric field regions. Minimization of total
variation was employed to mitigate noise.
Two‐dimensional in silico CSI‐EPT
reconstructions of conductivity and
permittivity after 1000 iterations (middle row)
and after 5000 iterations (bottom row).
Reprinted from PhD thesis of (E. Balidemaj,
PhD thesis: MR based electric properties

imaging for hyperthermia treatment planning
and MR safety purposes, Digital Academic
Repository, University of Amsterdam, 2016,
ISBN 978–94–028‐0165‐1)
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After the introduction of CSI, the concept of solving EPT as a for-

ward problem was picked up by further groups. A direct inversion of

Poisson's equation (Equation 8), combined with various types of reg-

ularization, has been presented.46,47 In Serralles et al,48 the above‐

mentioned LMT43,44 was converted to a forward problem, now called

‘global Maxwell tomography’. Based on Song and Seo,52 Ammari53

iteratively minimized the mismatch between the forward model and

observed data starting with an initial guess by solving Equation 11

for the complex H+. This method was further developed by

Palamodov.54
4 | NUMERICS

4.1 | Differentiation

The need for spatial differentiation of measured H+ or H− field maps

plays a central role in EPT reconstruction. As obvious from

Equations 6–9, the differentiation of the H+ amplitude and H+ phase

can be performed separately for the different spatial dimensions. As

the H+ or H− field data are reconstructed on a finite grid, direct dif-

ferentiation should be performed through a finite difference scheme.

This could be a backward, central or forward scheme. Finite differ-

ence differentiation schemes are numerical approximations of the

true derivative and higher order terms. Backward and forward finite

differentiation have first‐order truncation errors, i.e. ignore terms of

order Δx (voxel size for an isotropic grid). A central finite difference

scheme has a lower truncation error and is accurate up to the order

of Δx3. However, most EPT studies do not employ direct finite dif-

ference differentiation, but use so‐called Savitzky–Golay convolu-

tion.55 This methodology is more robust to noise present in the

data. The method is based on an analytical solution to a least‐

squares fitting of a polynomial of order n to m local data points
around the point of consideration. In this way, first‐ and second‐

order differentiation can be performed analytically on the fitted

polynomial. The final result is that derivatives can be written as a

kernel, i.e. a linear combination of data values of the kernel points

with particular weights depending on the order of the derivation,

the order of the fitted polynomial and the size of the kernel, i.e.

the number of neighboring data points taken into account. Tables

providing the weights given the order of the differentiation and

polynomial have been published.56 The noise mitigation effect of

Savitzky–Golay‐based differentiation over the finite difference

schemes arises from the polynomial fitting of the data point.

To further mitigate noise in the H+ field data, often large kernels

are applied in practice. This works provided that the dielectric contrast

only contains low spatial frequencies. Looking, for instance, at the

human brain, this is, however, certainly not the case. Thus, at tissue

boundaries, the approximation for the local derivate is corrupted as

H+ field data are included in the kernel from the neighboring tissue

compartment with differing EPs. This typically leads to under‐ and

overshooting of the reconstructed conductivity and permittivity values

at the boundaries. The spatial extent of these erroneous regions can be

decreased by reducing the differentiation kernel (see Figure 2 for an

illustration of this effect on simulated H+ data of a phantom consisting

of various conductivity compartments). In practice, smaller kernels

quickly lead to an increased sensitivity to noise. This latter aspect is

often more pressing, and therefore relatively large kernels of five or

seven points are typically used for second‐order differentiation in

EPT. It should be noted that this ‘derivative’‐related boundary effect

is independent of the invalidity of the Helmholtz equation at the

boundary and its resulting boundary errors.

Recently, a study has been published that has investigated the

impact of different differentiation kernels.58 In this work, expressions

were derived for the precision of the reconstructed EPs based on the

SNR of the H+ magnitude and phase. In this analysis, the authors also



FIGURE 2 Illustration of the impact of different differentiation kernels on the amplitude and extent of the boundary effects (noiseless case). Larger
kernels lead to lower undershooting, but increased spatial extent of the affected region. Figure taken from Mandija et al57
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explained the empirically observed improvement29 in the precision of

EPT reconstructions for higher field strengths, as the uncertainty was

shown to be inversely proportional to the imaginary and real part,

respectively, of the squared complex wavenumber κ2, and thus to the

RF frequency and B0.
4.2 | Denoising filters

Noise amplification is an intrinsic problem of EPT, independent of the

reconstruction algorithm chosen. As a result of the intrinsic nature of

this noise problem, denoising filters to counteract this problem should

not be considered as cosmetic operations to improve some awkward

image appearance, but as an inevitable, additional reconstruction step.

Indeed, all EPT studies published so far (except for those on noise‐

free synthetic data) have applied denoising filters in one way or

another. Denoising filters can be applied: (i) before the differentiation

step (i.e. on the B1 map); (ii) after the differentiation step (i.e. on the

‘raw’ conductivity map); or (iii) in combination with the differentiation

step (e.g. by enlarging the differentiation kernel, see previous section).

In the case of a linear denoising filter and a linear differentiation algo-

rithm, these three variants (i)–(iii) yield identical results. However,

non‐linear filters are known to be superior to linear filters with

respect to preserving significant (physical/physiological) spatial
FIGURE 3 Illustration of bilateral filtering in two spatial dimensions. Left: I
voxels) around the target voxel (green) has its predefined maximum size (h
yellow and blue conductivities σ1 and σ2, respectively), the filter kernel is r
same tissue type. Typically, tissue type is identified from an independent m
features, and the order of the non‐linear filtering and differentiating

steps has an impact on the reconstruction result.

In Seo et al,33 the B1 field map was filtered by a Gaussian explicitly

(i.e. filtering was not combined with differentiation). In Michel et al,59

an adaptive non‐linear diffusion filter was applied to the B1 field

map, using geometric parameters derived from the signal magnitude

to calculate the diffusion coefficients in the different spatial directions.

The authors preferred to filter real and imaginary parts of the B1 map,

instead of its magnitude and phase, to ease the interpretation of

results.

Bilateral filtering of the noisy ‘raw’ conductivity maps is illustrated

in Figure 3. Bilateral filtering shapes the filter kernel not only with

respect to the spatial distance to the target voxel, but also with respect

to the ‘similarity’ to the target voxel. Ideally, the filter kernel should

contain only voxels of the same conductivity, i.e. only voxels of the

same tissue type. As the noise in the unfiltered ‘raw’ conductivity is

typically much higher than the conductivity difference between tissue

types, this kernel shaping cannot be based on the ‘raw’ conductivity

itself. Instead, tissue type is preferably identified by a magnitude

image, which is typically the magnitude of the image acquired for

transceive phase determination. For instance, the kernel can be limited

to voxels with a signal amplitude A(r), which differs from the signal

amplitude of the target voxel, A(rtarget), by less than a certain threshold

Rthresh:
n a homogeneous tissue with conductivity σ1, the filter kernel (orange
ere, 5 × 5 voxels). Right: At the boundary between two tissues (having
estricted to voxels having the same conductivity, i.e. belonging to the
agnitude image
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R rð Þ ¼ A rð Þ=A rtargetð Þ−1�� ��<Rthresh (15)

Bilateral filtering was first introduced for EPT by Katscher et al60

and studied in more detail using a Monte Carlo method.61 Moreover,

it is possible to combine multiple images to suitably shape the kernel.

In Katscher et al,62 a steady‐state free precession (SSFP) image was

taken to distinguish gray and white matter, and, in addition, a quantita-

tive susceptibility map1,2 was used to distinguish deep gray matter

nuclei, showing sufficient contrast on quantitative susceptibility

mapping (QSM) but not on SSFP images.
5 | MR SEQUENCES FOR EPT

Although the magnitude and phase of theTX RF field constitute a com-

plete complex EM field component, separate MRI sequences and tech-

niques are required to map them. Although the equations above are

formulated for the magnetic field H+, it is standard in MR literature

to use the magnetic flux density B1 instead. As, for EPT, any scaling

of the TX RF field is irrelevant, as discussed above, this article

tantamounts H+ and B1.

The TX magnitude |H+|, required for EPT, can be measured in a

straightforward manner because of its non‐linear impact on the MR

signal. Numerous techniques for |H+| mapping (B1 mapping) have been

published (see, for example, previous studies15-18). In principle, EPT

can be based on any B1 mapping method. The accuracy of EPT

depends on the accuracy of this mapping, i.e. the most accurate B1

mapping method leads to the most accurate EPT results. Studies

looking for the optimum B1 mapping technique, independent of EPT,

have been published elsewhere (see, for example, Pohmann and

Scheffler63).

As discussed in the previous section, determination of the B1

phase φ+ always starts with the measurement of the transceive phase.

One of the main issues of EPT, as already pointed out by Haacke

et al,12 is the decontamination of the transceive phase by unwanted

phase contributions unrelated to RF penetration:

1. The image phase must not contain any contributions from B0, i.e.

any off‐resonance effects. The easiest way to exclude off‐reso-

nance effects is the use of refocusing pulses, i.e. sequences

based on spin echoes, such as fast spin echo sequences, turbo

spin echo sequences, etc. In contrast, the image phase of field

echo (gradient echo)‐based sequences includes off‐resonance

effects. In this case, these effects can be removed by any kind

of B0 mapping. In the simplest way, phase can be measured at

two different TEs and extrapolated back to TE = 0. More sophis-

ticated B0 maps can be applied, e.g. obtained in the framework of

Dixon techniques (see, for example, Glover and Schneider64).

However, sequences with balanced gradients (SSFP) are known

to have benign off‐resonance behavior. As long as B0 inhomoge-

neities are too small to cause the well‐known banding artifacts,

which lead to phase jumps of 180°, the SSFP image phase fairly

resembles the image phase of spin echo sequences.32

2. The transceive phase must not contain any contributions from

eddy currents induced by gradient switching. This can be obtained
by averaging two separate measurements with inverted gradient

polarization.31 Alternatively, the balanced gradients of SSFP

sequences essentially eliminate this unwanted phase contribution

automatically.32

3. Phase contributions from flow and motion should be removed or

at least suppressed as much as possible. This can be achieved,

for example, by double spin echo sequences65 or, again, by

SSFP.32

4. If the ‘full’ complex EPT equation has to be solved and not the

phase‐based version of EPT, the transceive phase must be

unwrapped before dividing by two (Equation 5). This

unwrapping can be facilitated by performing it separately for

each spatial dimension, as differentiation is performed sepa-

rately for each spatial dimension. Alternatively, differentiating

the real and imaginary parts of the MR signal instead of its

phase supersedes phase unwrapping (see, for example, de

Leeuw and Bakker66).
EPT cannot be performed correctly on a single two‐dimensional

image, as the differential operators in Equation 1 (and the following

equations derived from Equation 1) work in all three spatial dimen-

sions. Thus, EPT requires a ‘true’ three‐dimensional dataset or multi-

ple two‐dimensional datasets. Multiple two‐dimensional datasets

leading to effective three‐dimensional coverage have the advantage

of higher robustness in the case of patient motion. However, multi-

ple two‐dimensional datasets might suffer from inconsistent

sequence calibration between slices, hampering reliable through‐

plane differentiation. This problem does not occur in true three‐

dimensional datasets.

Care must be taken if the transceive phase maps of multiple RX

coils have to be combined to a single phase map. This general problem

has been investigated in the framework of EPT by previous

studies.67,68

After scanning, the numerical Laplacian operator is usually applied

to the obtained B1 according to Equation 4. Alternatively, a direct

(approximate) measurement of the Laplacian can be performed by a

suitable k‐space sampling scheme, utilizing the T2 weighting of a spin

echo train.69 Two measurements with inverted sampling schemes per

spatial dimension can be used to approximately mimic the frequency

response of the Laplacian operator.

The phase contribution from off‐resonances in field echo‐based

sequences evolves linearly with TE, i.e. the shorter the TE, the smaller

this unwanted contribution. This feature allows us to base EPT on

the transceive phase of sequences with ultrashort or zero TEs (UTE/

ZTE),70,71 and thus to enable EPT for tissue with fast relaxation, such

as lung72 or cartilage.

The impact of B0 on EPT by a more pronounced EM interac-

tion at higher RF frequencies, and the related question of the

optimal B0 for EPT, turns out to be a non‐trivial task.29 Obviously,

higher SNR can be expected with increasing B0. This advantage is

counterbalanced by the increasing violation of the assumption

|H+| = constant for Equation 8 or the QBC transceive phase

assumption (Equation 5). Although not explicitly stated by the

authors,29 the optimal tradeoff between SNR and reconstruction



FIGURE 4 Electrical properties tomography (EPT) phantom
measurements at different saline concentrations. The plot clearly
shows the different steps of added NaCl, corresponding to an accuracy
of about 10 mS/m. Error bars indicate standard deviation over the
averaged 50 × 50 voxels in the center of the phantom
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accuracy seems to be given at B0 = 3 T for conductivity imaging.

For permittivity imaging, the violation of the assumption φ+ = con-

stant does not increase with B0, and the highest available B0 seems

to be optimal.29,58 This trend is further emphasized by the squared

ω in Equation 9 in contrast with Equation 8.

In principle, phase‐based EPT only requires a standard image's

transceive phase, which usually comes for free with every MR

sequence. It opens up the possibility that conductivity can be

obtained via sequences which are not primarily performed for EPT,

by just re‐using the transceive phase. Thus, it is more or less straight-

forward to combine phase‐based EPT with all kinds of other MRI

types, yielding hybrid imaging. Below, some possible combinations

are sketched.

EPT has been combined73,74 with quantitative mapping of the

magnetic susceptibility (QSM1,2). This combination is driven by the

idea to obtain a complete EM description of the tissue. EPT and

QSM are based on different components of the transceive phase of a

gradient echo image, i.e. the components related to B1 and B0, respec-

tively. The separation of these two components, e.g. by extrapolating

the phase of a multi‐echo sequence to TE = 0 as described above, is

the basis of both EPT and QSM. When interested only in EPT or in

QSM, the non‐interesting part of the phase is just dropped. Thus, the

combination of EPT and QSM is simply performed by not dropping

one part of the phase, but using both parts as input for the respective

approaches.

Another hybrid imaging technique combines EPT with amide pro-

ton transfer (APT).75 By measuring the asymmetry of the magnetiza-

tion transfer via different RF saturation offset frequencies, APT

reflects elevated protein levels, which yields biochemical information

complementary to the information obtained with EPT. A technical syn-

ergy effect arises from the possibility to perform the different RF sat-

urations with alternating gradient polarization to eliminate eddy

current effects as described above.

Yet another fruitful combination is obtained by performing EPT

and MR‐EIT simultaneously.33,76 By injecting external currents in

the patient for a few milliseconds between RF pulse and signal sam-

pling, MR‐EIT is able to extract tissue conductivity related to

ω ≈ kHz corresponding to the duration of the current injection. In

contrast, conductivity determined with EPT is related to the Larmor

(MHz) frequency. Thus, the EPT/MR‐EIT hybrid sequence yields a

minimal form of conductivity ‘spectrum’, in which the low‐frequency

conductivity predominantly reflects the cellular structure/composi-

tion of tissue and the high frequency conductivity reflects the ionic

and water content of tissue.77 This frequency dependence can be

strikingly proven by wrapping (parts of) phantoms in isolating foil.

The EPT result is not at all affected by the wrapping. For MR‐EIT,

the apparent conductivity of the wrapped part is completely

suppressed.33

Using a hybrid positron emission tomography (PET)‐MR system,

fluoro‐ethyl‐tyrosine (FET)‐PET of patients with meningioma was com-

bined with different MR contrasts [fluid‐attenuated inversion recovery

(FLAIR), magnetization‐prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE)] and

quantitative physiologic parameters (conductivity, susceptibility and

water content) to demonstrate the technical feasibility of this compre-

hensive, multi‐parametric approach.78
6 | VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS

6.1 | Phantom studies

The central validation of EPT is to prove the correlation between EPT

measurements and the expected EPs of different phantoms. The

expected EPs can be obtained, for example, by independent probe

measurements or by the analysis of the chemical phantom content

(e.g. NaCl for variation of conductivity; alcohol or sugar for variation of

permittivity). The resulting correlation is typically very high.13,14,79,80

Degradation of this correlation by using phase‐based/magnitude‐

based EPT was analysed in detail by Voigt et al.30 For phase‐based

conductivity imaging, an accuracy of 55 mg NaCl/L H2O (i.e. around

1 mmol/L) can be easily achieved at B0 = 3 T for phantoms (see

Figure 4).

Conductivity is determined not only by the concentration of ions,

as demonstrated by the above listed studies, but also by the mobility of

ions. This aspect was confirmed by comparing phantoms with identical

ion concentration, but different ion size.81

EPs of a given substance or tissue depend not only on frequency,

but also on temperature. The dependence is roughly +2%/°C for con-

ductivity and −0.5%/°C for permittivity. The temperature dependence

of conductivity has been confirmed by EPT.82 According to this study,

temperature dependence is independent of the biologic substance

investigated.

In full electrodynamics, EPs are described by a tensor, i.e. EPs

can vary between different spatial directions. Such anisotropic

behavior is expected for tissue with anisotropic cell structure, such

as muscle or nerve/brain tissue structured as fibers. The effect is

expected to be dominant at low frequencies, and of decreasing

importance with increasing frequencies. For instance, the literature

reports no more than a 10% difference in conductivity along and

across muscle fibers at typical Larmor frequencies.83 Nevertheless,

attempts have been published to investigate the anisotropic conduc-

tivity with EPT.84,85
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6.2 | In vivo studies

The next level of validation is given by volunteer studies for different

healthy target organs, such as brain,30 breast,86 liver,87 muscle and

bladder.88 An example of a brain conductivity reconstruction of a

healthy volunteer is given in Figure 5. The obtained EPs are always in

the range expected from literature values (see, for example, Gabriel

et al89). The observed intra‐subject variability is typically around 10%.

As system imperfections of this order of magnitude can be excluded

from corresponding phantom reproducibility experiments (typically

yielding a variability below 1%), the intra‐subject variability obviously

arises from physiology‐induced B1 disturbances, even in adjacently

repeated scans. A potential impact of the volunteer's status (e.g. nutri-

tion) has not yet been investigated, except for a single‐case stomach

study.32 The reported inter‐subject variability is typically only slightly

higher than the intra‐subject variability, i.e. the main differences

between subjects are obviously caused by basic physiologic scan

disturbances.

A further validation of EPT was performed by Tha et al.90 Here,

phase‐based conductivity imaging of in vivo brain tumors was com-

pared with independent probe measurements of the conductivity of

corresponding excised tumor samples. The correlation obtained was

around 75%. A similar validation has been reported within the frame-

work of a xenograft rat tumor model.91
7 | PHYSIOLOGIC BACKGROUND OF
ELECTRICAL TISSUE PROPERTIES

To assess the potential value of RF conductivity or permittivity as a

biomarker, it is important to understand the relationship between

EPs and tissue structure and composition. Electrical probe measure-

ments for a large number of tissue types have demonstrated that the

human body is dielectrically very heterogeneous and tissue EPs vary

strongly with frequency. In this respect, it is worth mentioning the

work of Gabriel et al,83,89,92 whose values are largely used in EM

modeling studies on electromagnetic field (EMF) exposure.

To understand these findings, researchers have taken a modeling

approach. A first simple phenomenological model of tissue was intro-

duced by Fricke,93 describing the EPs of densely packed cells as

conducting spheroids (cytoplasm) surrounded by a non‐conducting

layer (the cell membrane) immersed in an electrolyte (extracellular

space). These types of phenomenological models that describe EPs of
FIGURE 5 Example of a brain conductivity reconstruction of a healthy vo
image of a steady‐state free precession (SSFP) scan used for differentiation
to avoid boundary artifacts. C, reconstructed conductivity
multi‐phase media in terms of the properties of the separate constitu-

ents (e.g. volume fractions, single‐phase EPs) are typically denoted by

effective medium theories or Maxwell mixture theory.77

Schwan94 expanded the work of Fricke93 and developed a more

elaborate mixture model by adding a resistance to the cell membrane.

He demonstrated that the capacitance of cell membranes is relatively

independent of frequency. He found a capacitance C of 1 μF/cm2,

which was later reproduced for organelles, bacteria and other living

cells. This is probably a result of the similar composition of membranes

consisting of lipid bilayers. The resistance R is more difficult to assess,

but commonly accepted values vary around 0.1–1 Ω cm2.95 This leads

to a frequency‐dependent total membrane impedance:

Zj j ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=Rð Þ2 þ ω⋅Cð Þ2

�r (16)

This membrane impedance is most strongly modulated in the 100 kHz

to 10 MHz range, the so‐called β dispersion of tissue, where capacitive

charging effects of the membrane are prominent. This leads to a rela-

tively strong variation of conductivity, as well as permittivity, in this

frequency band. Around 100 MHz, the impedance of the membranes

becomes so small that RF currents are no longer hindered by the cell

membrane. Thus, the EPs become largely independent of the cell mem-

branes.95 Above 100 MHz, the EPs of tissue can be described by Max-

well mixture theory,77 modeling tissue as low‐conductivity/

permittivity particles (cells) immersed in an aqueous electrolyte solu-

tion (extracellular space). Schwan and Foster96 concluded that, at

microwave frequencies, the EPs of tissue can be modeled in terms of

ionic and water content. Recently, this finding was revived by Michel

et al,97 introducing water content‐based EPT (‘wEPT’). In this work,

the authors employed a previously published relationship between

water content and longitudinal relaxation time T1 to derive the water

content from a series of MR images.98 Subsequently, water content

images were transformed into permittivity and conductivity images

using empirical relationships computed from the literature and vali-

dated with phantoms. Thus, the methodology employs a double cali-

bration, i.e. it assumes a fixed relationship between longitudinal

relaxation and water content, on the one hand, and a fixed relationship

between water content and EPs on the other. Whether these relation-

ships hold for a large population remains to be demonstrated and, as

the authors outline, pathologies such as tumors might be characterized

by other relationships between water content and EPs. Nevertheless,
lunteer [phase‐based electrical properties tomography (EPT)]. A, phase
. B, magnitude image of an SSFP scan used for boundary detection
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the methodology has clear merits over conventional EPT, being free

from the discussed boundary effects and the ability to map EPs at

relatively high spatial resolution. The study was performed at 3 T, i.e.

employing an RF outside β dispersion, where a clear relationship

between water content and EP is expected based on the aforemen-

tioned theory. It might be interesting to perform a similar study at

1.5 T with a simultaneous validation by standard EPT. In addition to

the water content, a clear relationship between conductivity and ionic

content is also anticipated. Preliminary investigations at 7 T99 using

sodium imaging and EPT have found strong indications for the exis-

tence of a linear relationship between Na+ content and conductivity.

In general, Maxwell mixture theory predicts a direct relationship

between conductivity, on the one hand, and ionic and water content,

on the other, for frequencies larger than 100 MHz. The ability of

MRI to perform sodium imaging, probing the dominant electrolyte

(Na+) in human tissue, in addition to T1‐based water content and

EPT‐based conductivity and permittivity, makes MRI an ideal modality

to study this relationship.

Although the aforementioned phenomenological models treat

tissue as a passive medium, this is, of course, not the case for living

tissue. In living tissue, various fundamental biophysical processes

regulate ionic homeostasis. The key cellular mechanism is the

sodium–potassium pump regulating intra‐ and extracellular ionic

homeostasis. This active mechanism (requiring ATP) transports potas-

sium ions into cells, whilst sodium ions are removed from the cyto-

plasm. This leads to an intra‐cellular sodium concentration of

approximately 10 mmol/L, whereas the extracellular sodium concen-

tration is approximately 140 mmol/L (see, for example, Ouwerkerk

et al100 and references therein). This gradient in concentration is used

as a source of energy by transport proteins in the cellular membrane

that are responsible for the transport of glucose, amino acids and other

nutrients into the cells. The pump also regulates the osmolarity of cells,

and thus also the transport of water molecules into and out of the cells.
7.1 | Stroke

Ischemic stroke, which deprives the cells of nutrients and oxygen,

causes the breakdown of the sodium–potassium pump as ATP is no

longer available in sufficient quantities. This leads to increasing levels

of intracellular sodium, and hence abnormal ionic homeostasis and cell

osmolarity. As a result, water molecules start to enter the cells, leading

to abnormal swelling and, finally, to cell membrane rupture and thus

cell death. As found by several studies employing sodium imaging for

stroke, the total sodium concentration of tissue is increased by this

process as intracellular sodium increases, whereas the extracellular

sodium concentration, buffered by the human body, is maintained at

140 mmol/L. This suggests that conductivity should be increased in

this process. This could provide the physiological rationale for

employing EPT in acute stroke imaging, where MRI is the preferred

imaging modality. A combination of diffusion‐weighted imaging

(DWI) and contrast‐enhanced imaging is currently used clinically to

identify the penumbra tissue region that is hypoperfused, but still via-

ble to regeneration by therapy. After initial enthusiasm, it has become

clear that the use of DWI and contrast‐enhanced imaging does not

always allow the precise discrimination between still viable tissue and
irreversibly affected tissue. Recent sodium imaging studies on acute

stroke have found increased sodium levels several hours after the

onset of stroke.101-103 The hypothesis is that sodium imaging should

be better suited to mark the cut‐off between viable and non‐viable

tissue by the quantification of Na+ levels. The clear downside of

sodium imaging is that it is not readily available in acute situations,

requires dedicated hardware and suffers from low sensitivity. EPT,

which is feasible by regular MRI systems, could provide an alternative

quantitative biomarker that is expected to be linearly related to sodium

concentration for frequencies higher than 100 MHz.
7.2 | Cancer

Tumor neovascularization leads to microvasculature that is very inef-

ficient in transporting oxygen and nutrients to the surrounding cells.

Especially in the case of large tumors, there will be areas in which

cells will be deprived of sufficient ATP required to drive the

sodium–potassium pump. As a result, ionic homeostasis will be com-

promised and, similar to the case of stroke, intracellular sodium of

tumor cells will rise, leading to an increase in conductivity.104-107 In

addition, neovascularization and the increase in the interstitial space

will result in a higher extracellular volume fraction. The corresponding

higher water content will typically cause a further increase in conduc-

tivity as well as a higher permittivity.
8 | CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

The issues of boundary treatment, as well as the averaging feature of

the numerical differentiation and denoising typically applied, suggest

that the predominant strength of EPT is the characterization of volu-

metric areas. Thus, the investigation of tumors, for example, seems

to be more appropriate for the current capabilities of EPT than the

investigation of structures such as vessel walls or nerve fibers. Indeed,

the first clinical studies performed with EPT were dedicated to

tumors.108,109 Moreover, current EPT studies are focusing on brain

and breast tumors (see below), but also on cervical tumors with respect

to hyperthermia treatment planning.80,88

A study on 20 patients with glioma110 found that sodium levels in

tumors were elevated, on average, by 51% (mean total tumor sodium

content of 110 mmol/L) compared with contralateral reference

regions. Van Lier et al109 found, by means of MR‐EPT at 7 T, that con-

ductivity was also increased in low‐ and high‐grade gliomas (n = 7

patients). It was found that the non‐enhancing regions in the tumors

had an average conductivity of 1.2 S/m, whereas the conductivity of

the enhancing regions was 0.9 S/m (see Figure 6). This was signifi-

cantly higher than the values found in normal brain tissue, such as gray

matter (0.8 S/m) or white matter (0.4 S/m). This consistently increased

tumor conductivity was also reported in other studies.108,111 Advanced

EPT brain tumor studies exhibited the possibility that conductivity

might even be able to distinguish different World Health Organization

(WHO) grades of glioblastoma,112 as well as different brain tumor

types, such as meningioma and lymphoma.113

EPT of breast cancer is driven by the desire to increase the low

specificity of MR breast tumor diagnosis. This expectation was



FIGURE 6 Example of grade IV astrocytoma measured at 7 T: A, fluid‐attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) image; B, FLAIR image overlaid with
reconstructed conductivity; C, reconstructed conductivity. Figure taken from van Lier et al109
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triggered by several ex vivo/biopsy studies on the impact of malignan-

cies on EPs. An extensive study by Lazebnik et al107 performed dielec-

tric characterization in the 0.5–20‐GHz frequency range by probe

measurements comparing normal and malignant excised breast tissue.

In line with previous results,104-106 they stated that breast cancer tis-

sue had a 40–50% higher permittivity, as well as conductivity, relative

to the investigated frequency range of normal tissue. These numbers

correspond roughly to the results from sodium imaging,100 reporting,

on average, 63% elevated sodium levels (total sodium content of

53 mmol/L) in malignant tissue compared with normal glandular tissue

(34 mmol/L) and normal adipose tissue (16 mmol/L). Importantly, the

study by Lazebnik et al107 also tried to explain the large discrepancies

in conductivity ratios of normal and malignant breast tissue reported in

various studies. Indeed, if normal breast tissue is considered to be adi-

pose tissue (dominant tissue type in the breast), the ratios are signifi-

cant and range from 40% to 50%. However, compared with

glandular/fibroconnective tissue, which has a relatively high water

content, the ratios are reduced to only 10%. Similar findings were

obtained by Hancu et al,114 using probe measurements on mouse

models of breast adenocarcinomas and prostate carcinomas, exhibiting

a mild increase of 15–20%, with the highest tumor conductivity being

0.9 S/m. A recent in vivo study,115 with n = 50 and performing MR‐EPT

at 3 T, found, on average, a tumor conductivity of 0.9 S/m. The same

group116 published a larger study (n = 65) in which, for sufficiently

large tumors (>2 cm), they demonstrated that tumors with high mitosis

or progesterone receptor (PR) positivity showed higher conductivity

than those without, and high mitosis and PR positivity were indepen-

dently associated with conductivity. Moreover, in Katscher et al117,

MR‐EPT revealed a correlation between breast tumor conductivity

and malignancy.

The study by Hancu et al114 also investigated the added diagnostic

value of EPT‐based conductivity and permittivity mapping versus DWI.

Based on mouse models, it was essentially concluded that conductivity

mapping offers comparable discriminatory power to DWI to separate

cancer from normal tissue. Thus, the mapping of both diffusion and

conductivity does not outperform the measurement of diffusion of

conductivity alone. It is worth mentioning that this finding is not

related to physics, but to physiology, as demonstrated experimentally
via a combined diffusion/conductivity phantom.118 It was found that

diffusion and conductivity are physically independent parameters;

thus, any relationships between diffusion and conductivity found

in vivo seem to be ascribed by constraining cellular structures.

A few single‐case EPT studies of stroke in humans and mice have

been described, but with inconsistent findings: in some studies,119-121

an increased conductivity in the affected area was reported, but, in

another,122 a decreased conductivity in the affected area was found.

This contradiction could be explained by the different time intervals

between infarction and EPT measurements in the different studies.

A single‐case EPT study of a patient with multiple sclerosis (MS)

reported an elevated conductivity rim around an MS lesion.120

Two isolated, perfused pig hearts were scanned with a gated SSFP

sequence, and conductivity was reconstructed in normally perfused

heart muscle and in ischemic regions after blocking the left anterior

descending artery.123 The results for healthy myocardial tissue con-

ductivity were found to be in agreement with the literature.89 How-

ever, conductivity in ischemic/infarcted areas was found to be 60%

lower than in healthy myocardial tissue, which is not in line with previ-

ous findings, which showed a slight increase in conductivity in ische-

mic/infarcted areas.124
9 | CONCLUSION/OUTLOOK

Post‐processing of measured complex B1 maps allows the quantitative

determination of conductivity and permittivity in vivo using standard

MR systems and standard MR sequences. This represents a crucial dif-

ference from previous attempts to measure electrical tissue properties,

thus elevating electrical tissue properties to the group of endogenous

biomarkers which can be handled routinely in the clinic. Extensive

investigations into the field of electrical tissue properties, which died

out roughly 50 years ago because of a lack of suitable measurement

techniques, will be revived by this readily available method.

The basic problem of EPT is essentially simple and well‐posed.

However, it is challenged technically by the separation of TX and RX

RF phases, as well as the treatment of spatially varying EPs, particularly

at tissue boundaries. Both challenges are the subject of numerous
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research studies, and are expected to be solved by certain pragmatic

workarounds, or by new, alternative reconstruction concepts princi-

pally avoiding these challenges.

However, EPT is not confronted only by reconstruction chal-

lenges. The ‘spurious phase effects unrelated to RF penetration’, which

hindered Haacke et al12 in the performance of EPT in the 1990s, are

still a major issue for EPT measurements. Phase measurements are

extremely sensitive to all kinds of technical and physiologic impact fac-

tors, which, on the one hand, represent a welcome feature of MR, but,

on the other, open up the door for numerous artifacts, ‘which make a

simple extraction difficult’.12 A thorough investigation of these impact

factors is required to increase the stability and reliability of RF phase

measurements, and thus EPT reconstruction results.

A boost for EPT applications is expected from a clear understand-

ing of the physiologic background of electrical tissue properties, which

would link measured electrical tissue properties to the local physiologic

situation, and thus a diagnostic interpretation of the findings. Studies

have suggested a connection between conductivity (at the Larmor fre-

quency) and the concentration of sodium. If it is shown that these two

quantities are physiologically identical, it would be necessary to clarify

which of the two methods is superior with respect to accuracy, noise

and required hardware, and it is not unlikely that, in these respects,

conductivity imaging will outperform sodium imaging. However, it

seems more likely that the results of conductivity and sodium imaging

will be similar only with regard to leading order, but not completely

identical. The remaining differences might be of particular interest,

indicating deviations from the healthy biochemical situation. A similar

relationship might be found between the measurement of EPs via

EPT and via the water content of tissue (‘wEPT’, see above). Again, it

seems likely that results will be similar to some extent, and the remain-

ing differences between the two methods might indicate deviations

from the healthy situation. Thus, sodium and/or wEPT might serve as

normalization for EPT to reveal pathological areas more clearly.

EPT includes a rich variety of aspects for further comprehensive

technical and scientific investigations, challenging physicians, physi-

cists and mathematicians. These investigations are, of course, worth-

while only in the case of clinical applications benefiting from EPT,

which are currently surfacing. Thus, combined studies solving the clin-

ical and technical questions of EPT could lead to the establishment of

EPs as beneficial biomarkers.
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